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I have been using your videos and ideas for a long time and reading these essays makes me want to continue doing so. You should see my students' eyes when they watch the videos and they realize that, apart form enjoying them, the images actually make them think and analyze their own lives.
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Daniel Chandler. Modality and Representation. Whilst semiotics is often encountered in the form of textual analysis, it also involves philosophical theorising on the role of signs in the construction of reality.
Semiotics for Beginners: Modality and Representation
This is part of a popular hypertext guide to semiotics by Daniel Chandler at Aberystwyth University Semiotics for Beginners: References Lev Manovich: photos, bio, complete CV. News (publications, exhibitions, projects) "Elsewhere" -theory, methods and data sources used in our Tyumen project (4/2019) "Why Tyumen, Dr. Manovich? "-watch a short video explaining Manovich's new project carried out in Tyumen (a city in Siberia) (2/2019)"AI Aesthetics" -Manovich's new book published by Strelka Press (12/2018) Lev Manovich -home Umberto Eco, (born January 5, 1932 , Alessandria, Italy-died February 19, 2016 , Italian literary critic, novelist, and semiotician (student of signs and symbols) best known for his novel Il
